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Chapter 543 Ten Years

‘Impossible! When Paige won Kailyn just now, I was thinking that there must be some weirdness in it. Now that Paige has won

against Carroll, don't you think it's strange?"

The girl's words successfully aroused everyone's suspicion.

‘Yeah, Paige is just a student. How could she win over Carroll?"

'Carroll is a world-renowned chess master.”

‘I also find it strange. Paige must have cheated! There must be an Al helping her!!"

‘Didn't the recent news reveal that some chess players used artificial intelligence to cheat and were discovered on the spot? But

his method was a bit low-end. He used a micro-camera to take pictures of the chess game and sent it to his companions. The

companions used computer Al to solve the moves. Then passed the answer to him."

‘Paige must have used a smart chip or something. I demand a body search!"

‘If Paige used despicable means to win against Carroll, I think she needs to apologize to Carroll, and also to Kailyn!"

‘She may have used Al in the violin competition just now..."

Everyone's chattering voices reached Paige's ears, and Paige curled her lips with great interest. It turned out that her brain was

comparable to Al.

Maybe she cheated in all kinds of competitions before, including SAT. If this is the case, I will ask the police to deal with it!"

‘I'll also ask the police to disqualify her from various competitions."

“I hope that University of Illinois at Chicago can show an attitude and expel her. Such a scum can no longer stay in school."

"Stop slandering!"

People from University of Illinois at Chicago stood up to speak for Paige one after another, filled with righteous indignation.

"Every move that Paige played just now can be clearly seen in our eyes. How could she cheat, and what method did she use to

cheat?"

‘You keep saying things like Al. Can you produce any evidence?"

"I just have no evidence, so I have to call the police."

'She has the guts to cheat, but doesn't have the guts to hear us saying?"

"Huh? That's what University of Illinois at Chicago taught you? Cheating is the way to win in everything?"

Everyone seemed to recognize the fact that Paige cheated, and all looked at her with contempt.

The people of University of Illinois at Chicago were very angry, yet they didn't know what to argue, "If you cant produce evidence,

it's slander! Paige can sue you!"

'Sue us? Well, before you sue us, call the police! When the police arrive, everything will be revealed..."

The people of University of Illinois at Chicago were furious. They looked at Paige again, and said angrily and helplessly, 'Paige,

they're going too far..."

‘If you want to call the police, then do it. If you can't produce evidence, I will sue you one by one. At the same time, I will ask

University of Chicago to conduct a public review and record a major demerit.”

The people from University of Chicago were irritated by Paige's attitude. Did this person think that they couldn't provide

evidence, so she was arrogant?

She obviously cheated, but she still dared to speak in such a tone!

She was asking for it!

Their vice principal Deven was standing here!

How dared she looked down upon others?!

Asked University of Chicago?

In what capacity did she ask University of Chicago?

Who did she think she was?

Deven on the side, his face darkened, looked at these students with displeasure in his eyes.

Not to mention the fact that Royce valued Paige, simply because Paige's knowledge and status prevented her from doing

something as shameful as cheating.

"Is this what University of Chicago taught you? Before there is no evidence, everyone is talking nonsense? Slandering

classmates?’ Deven looked extremely serious with his hands behind his back.

' Mr. Noyes, though this matter is not big, we are doing this not hoping Paige will go astray."

'We also hope that people from University of Illinois at Chicago can see her true nature, and don’t be deceived by her...”

‘If she even obtained the perfect score in SAT by cheating, don't you think it's unfair to those students who have worked so hard

to study at night?"

‘Yeah, she easily beat everyone with Al..."

‘You're so eloquent." Deven criticized severely, "I have never seen you so eloquent in matters of study. When it comes to

slandering people, you are quite capable. Don't say you are a student of University of Chicago when you're in the society!"

It was a shame for University of Chicago.

‘I'm sorry, Carroll. I made you laugh..." At this time, Deven turned his head again, with a pleasant expression, and even with a

trace of respect and politeness, he smiled and said to Carroll, "I remember these students. I will talk to them one by one, and if

they do not repent, I will ask their parents to come to school and talk to see if there is any need for them to continue the study."

After all, as a school of University of Chicago, the most important thing was the ideological and moral character of the students,

rather than the grades.

If a student had bad intentions and liked to slander others, then after graduation, if they integrated into society, they would only

embarrass and discredit University of Chicago.

"Mr. Noyes..."

Everyone didn't understand why the principal of their own school turned to an outsider!!

Could it be because Paige looked beautiful?!

Or was it because Paige and Carroll knew each other, so Mr. Noyes wanted to take this opportunity to please Carroll?

Hmph, Mr. Noyes was too hypocritical, too flattering!

He was the most unsuitable person to stay in University of Chicago! They would definitely report him later!!

Patricia hid in the crowd and secretly breathed a sigh of relief. It turned out that Paige only used some means to win the

competition...

Maybe, even the title of "Ms. Walker" came from this way...

And her medical skills may be copied mechanically from the Internet, or there was an Al teaching behind her...

Otherwise, at Paige's age, how could she be "Skylar"...

Or maybe she impersonated ’Skylar”?

The real Skylar was someone else?

Thinking of this, Patricia felt much more relaxed.

In the past, her and Paige’s strength seemed to be separated by a Milky Way, but now, the Milky Way had become a small canal,

which could be crossed with just a single step...

Kailyn, who was at the side, just felt very happy. It turned out that Paige won the competition by unfair means...

She said that in the whole world, among her peers, no one could match her violin level and chess ability, including that stupid

Patricia...

Now let's see how Paige ended up!

"Hahahaha..." At this time, Carroll smiled heartily, as if he was not affected by these things at all.

’Her chess skills are taught by me. It has been more than ten years. The young is better than the old, and she is comparable to

Al. Should I be happy or happy?’

What??

Everyone was dumbfounded. What did Carroll just say??

Paige was taught by him? So far, more than ten years??

Both Kailyn and Patricia suspected that they heard it wrong, but seeing the surprised and stunned eyes around them, they

couldn't help clenching their fists. Damn it, how did Paige get close to Carroll, and through what method did she get Carroll to

accept her as his disciple for ten years?
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